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Hawks will put up a fight in Game 6
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Hawks will put up a fight in Game 6
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John Manasso is the author of "A Season of Loss, A Lifetime of Forgiveness: The Dan Snyder and Dany 
Heatley Story" and freelances for NHL.com. He also worked for the website of the Atlanta Falcons as the 
team's beat writer for the 2009 season.

In 2008, no one expected the Atlanta Hawks to beat the eventual NBA champion Boston Celtics in Game 6 of the first round when they faced elimination. (For that 

matter, nobody expected the No. 8 seed to win Games 3 or 4, either.)

In 2009, when they blew a chance to eliminate the Miami Heat in Game 6, the expectation was they might choke in Game 7. They did not.

And in 2010, when they won the first two games in the first round, then lost three straight, again the expectation was they'd find a way to go out meekly and 

ignominiously against an undermanned and less-talented Milwaukee team. They won two games facing elimination that year.

Entering Game 6 of their Eastern Conference semifinals with top-seeded Chicago on Thursday at Philips Arena, the Hawks — whose core group is almost unchanged 

during that period — are 4-3 over the last three seasons when facing elimination in the playoffs.

For a team that can be maddening in its inconsistency and whose desire is often questioned, it’s a pretty impressive statistic. Few expected the Hawks to be 

competitive in this series, so, confounding contrarians that they are, perhaps it’s time to expect them to do the unexpected.

During the regular season, the attitude of the Philips Arena crowd can be casual at times and, at worst, partisan for the opponent. For whatever reason, it seems to 

transform at playoff time and become hostile and inhospitable — as the Celtics learned the hard way in ‘08. Thursday, team officials are planning a “white-out.”

"I’m looking forward to it," Hawks guard Joe Johnson said. "I think it’s going to be fun. I just hope they come out and show us a lot of fun and support. We can 

commend them on that by getting a win. The players in this locker room — we understand the desperation we have to have to win."

Desperation — it’s a quality that, if the Hawks play with, will be hard to beat. But even Hawks coach Larry Drew has said during this playoff season that he can have 

a hard time predicting when they'll play with that urgency.

Drew has been a part of each of the organization’s playoff teams over the last four seasons, the previous three as an assistant. This is his first go-around as a head 

coach. It also is the first time the Hawks have won games in the second round since they returned to postseason play in 2008 after a prolonged hiatus.
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Two of their three elimination losses the last three seasons came in second round series when the Hawks were swept. In those games — one against LeBron James’ 

Cleveland Cavaliers and the other against Orlando last year — the Hawks acted as lambs ready for the slaughter.

This year has a different feel. Drew said he thinks his team will come with a full 48-minute effort Thursday — something he was pointed in saying his Hawks did not 
do in Game 5 at the United Center.

"This is playoff basketball," Drew said. "This is NBA basketball. The stakes are higher ... We just take it one game at a time. We take it one quarter at a time ... All I 

know is Game 6 is a must game for us. That’s our approach. And if things go well in Game 6, we’ll talk about Game 7."

That said, Drew knows what lacked from the Hawks' effort in Game 5. Tactically, it’s an offense that stops moving the ball and becomes easy to defend.

But Game 6 will be about more than tactics. It’s about will and heart and all of those things the Hawks have been questioned about.

"Well, everybody has to step up, not just [Johnson and Jamal Crawford]," Drew said of Atlanta’s top two postseason scorers. "One of the points I made this morning 

with my club is that everybody knows what their roles are. Expect guys to come out and fill roles. We got to start taking care of a lot of the little things now. We got 

to get to the 50/50 balls. We got to box out.

"More importantly, (Tuesday) night we did not bring a physicality to the game. That was disheartening after going back and watching the tape. We have to play with 

a physicality. We got to come out — I’ve said it all series long — we’ve got to bring the physicality, we’ve got to bring the effort."

If they do, they could go a long way toward changing perceptions about the team. The Hawks have gotten this far in the series with the help of some overachievers: 

Zaza Pachulia and Jeff Teague, in particular. Josh Smith has played to his seemingly limitless potential at times.

"It’s going to be rowdy, understanding that it’s going to be a lot of emotions bottled up into this game and intensity’s definitely going to be in the building," Smith 

said. "And we just have to compose ourselves and calm down and play our game."

That would be a demonstration of maturity. Perhaps the Hawks can draw upon their experience in elimination games and pull off something dramatic.

"Oh, definitely. Definitely the pressure will be on them," Johnson said of a potential Game 7. "But we have to take it one game at a time. Knowing that we can keep 

the game close in Chicago is great. We just have to give ourselves a chance to win."

Maybe it’s time to expect the unexpected. 
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